Do a low-line
disengage with
advance lunge or
fleche around
bellguard

6

Lehfeldt Epee Action Map Version 1.0
“For Über Ninjas in Training”
Place tip over or
under opponents
bellguard with full
extension in
preparation (or with
coupe to wrist)

Is opponent
responding in 6, 4 or
8?

8

Advance with coupe
to top of wrist
followed by
immediate
continuation to arm
and/or body

Be ready for
immediate
secondary
disengage and/or
remise to finish
action

Yes

4

Use opponents
bellguard as means
of measuring
proximity of attack

Offensive

Opponent
fencing primarily
in distance?

Do a disengage to
the outside of guard
(near shoulder)

For Fencers Who Prefer a
Primarily Offensive Game

Counter 6 fleche to
body into
preparation

No

Pulling arm back

Use opponent’s
body as means of
measuring distance
proximity
Immediate counter 6
disengage fleche or beat 4
fleche off the en guard line

Time preparation
based on when
opponent’s front
foot is coming
forward in advance

How is opponent
reacting to prep/
attack into their
advance?

Seize blade in 6
opposition and continue
to body with advance
lunge/fleche. (Seizing 3
is good for lefties)

No

For Fencers Who Prefer a
Primarily Defensive Game
Opponent
reacting to 8 by
attacking in high
line?
Use opponent’s
body as means of
measuring
opponent’s distance
proximity

No

Yes
No

Open up with
invitations in 6 and
8, ensuring
sufficient distance is
kept

Yes

Continue applying
pressure around
hand, attempting to
bait parry riposte

Parry 6 riposte,
ensuring your body
is in position to
catch opponent’s
attack in your
blade’s forte

Is opponent reacting
to preparation?

No

Opponent
reacting to 6 by
attacking in low
line?

Yes

Parry 8 riposte,
ensuring your body
is in position to
catch opponent’s
attack in your
blade’s forte
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Pulling arm
back?

Yes

Feint to body
continue to foot

No

Defensive

Opponent
fencing primarily
in distance?

Seize blade in 8
opposition and continue
to body

Counter 6 fleche to
body

Opponent
launches attack
in response to
prep?

Attempt to bring
bout back into
distance

Use opponents
bellguard as means
of measuring
proximity of attack

Counter attack to
arm with retreat,
followed by 4, 6, 8,
parry riposte
depending on
opponent’s line of
attack

No

Yes

Begin by playing with
your tip around
bellguard, ensuring
preparation remains
short and small
(getting too deep in
preparation will result
in your blade being
taken)

Tip up, tip
down?

Tip Down

Approaching touch
offensively or
defensively?

Yes

No

Take 15-30 seconds
to assess patterns in
blade movement,
feet. Be ready for
opponent’s attack

Arm remains
stationary

Consider breaking
distance and/or
switching to
defensive actions if
you can’t read
opponent’s tempo

No

Does opponent step off
line standing up or
appearing unready?

Yes

Tip Up

Yes
Bout begins

Is opponent’s
footwork
operating in tempo
pattern?

Immediately bring blade
to preme ready for
opponents riposte

Feint to body
continue to foot

Is opponent
responding to any
preparations from
long distance?

Yes

Attempt to press
your opponent to
their end of the
strip/2 meter zone,
limiting their
movement and
cautiously moving
forward

Choose when in
proper distance and
launch a closing
attack depending on
opponent’s line

Immediately bring blade
to preme ready for
opponents riposte

